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Students Opt-Out of California's 'Diversity' Laws
SACRAMENTO, CA - Two controversial California state laws, enacted last
year by a one-vote margin and effective
on New Year's Day, mandate "diversity"
teaching at all grade levels in order to promote tolerance of diverse sexual orientation. This has caused an uproar among
parents.
A coalition called the California Student Exemption Project has launched a
major drive to help parents remove their
children from such teaching. The Project
is distributing an easy-to-use Student
Exemption form addressed to school
board members, superintendents, principals and teachers, citing eleven sections
of the California Education Code that assure parents this right.
AB 1785 requires the California Board
of Education to revise state guidelines
about curriculum and teacher training to
include "human relations education, with
the aim of fostering an appreciation of the
diversity of California's population and
discouraging the development of discriminatory attitudes and practices." The
law covers kindergarten through grade 12
and provides supplemental resources to
assure that this teaching includes immigrant children. This law also requires
schools to collect data on so-called "hate
crimes" and report them to the state Department of Education, which will share

the data with the state Department of Jus- to approve of behavior that many parents
tice. "Evidence of hostility" includes
consider objectionable.
The P.E.R.S.O.N. Project, an internet
even telephone calls and mail.
AB 1931 allows school children to be website supporting the teaching of"divertaken on field trips to "participate in edu- sity of sexual orientation" in public
schools, has posted the two laws
cational programs foas legislative victories for the year
cused on fostering
2000. The Gay, Lesbian and
ethnic sensitivity,
Straight Education
Network
overcoming racism
(GLSEN)
and
Parents,
Families
and prejudice, and
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
countering hatred and
(PFLAG) were active in promotintolerance." These
ing passage of these laws.
terms are not defined
The Coalition distributing the
and there is no limit
Student Exemption form includes
on how "tolerance"
the Pacific Justice Institute (Pn),
could be interpreted.
the Campaign for California FamiThis law appropriates
New California laws
lies, Life Legal Defense Founda$2 million for these
require "diversity" edu- tion, the Pro-Family Law Center,
"tolerance" field trips
cation for all public
and the U.S. Justice Foundation (a
in order to address
school students.
private group). PJI began this ef"intolerance,"
"hatred," and "prejudice."
Another
fort by announcing its Parental Opt-Out
$150,000 is granted to an undisclosed
Program on December 28.
The comprehensive form states that it
"tolerance" organization to provide trainis a legal notice, pursuant to federal and
ing programs for school personnel.
It was widely reported and admitted state laws, telling the school "not to teach,
that AB 1785 will promote the accep- instruct, advise, counsel, discuss, test,
tance of homosexuality and bisexuality question, examine, survey or in any way
by shaping the attitudes of schoolchildren provide information data or images to my
and empowering gay organizations to go child(ren)" concerning sex education,
into the schools, and that AB 1931 will pupil's or their parents' personal beliefs
fund subjective programs that can easily or practices in sex and religion, sexually
be used by gay groups to teach children transmitted diseases, gender identity,

sexual orientation, homosexuality issues,
or "any alternatives to monogamous heterosexual marriage," without the parent's
express written permission on an incidentby-incident basis.
The form further advises the school
that this exemption extends to classroom
instruction, displays, assignments, discussions, printed and electronic materials,
field trips, assemblies, theatrical performances in school, and extracurricular
school activities.
The exemption form is carefully written to comply with and implement California state law. Section 51240 of the
California Education Code provides a
specific option for families with religious
convictions about sexuality issues, including "personal moral convictions." Section 51554 requires schools to give parents "written notification" of instruction
on "sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS,
human sexuality or family life that is delivered by an outside organization or guest
speakers."
The California Student Exemption
form's sponsors hope that it can become
a model tool for parents nationwide since
gay pressure groups are moving rapidly
to include their agenda in all public
schools. Parents may request the form at
www.pacificjustice.org or print it from
~
www.LLDF.org/.

Intolerable 'Zero Tolerance'
STUDENT

EXEMPTION

To the School Board Members, Superintendent,
____________________________

Principal, teachers and agents of the
School District.

This letter will serve as legal notice pursuant to 20 U.S.C. §1232h and the California Education Code, including, but
not limited to, Sections 51101, 51201.5, 51240, 51500, 51501, 51513, 51550, 51553, 51554, 51555 and 51820, that you
are not to teach, instruct, advise, counsel, discuss, test, question, examine, survey or in any way provide information,
data or images to my child(ren) concerning:
sex education, family life education, health, human sexuality,
pupil's persona! beliefs or practices in sex, family life, morallty, and religion,
pupil's parents' or guardians' beliefs and practices In sex, family life, morality, and religion,
sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS, HIV, venereal diseases,
gender identity, sexual orientation, sexual preference,
homosexuality, lesbianism, bisexuality, transgender or transsexual issues,
or any alternatives to monogamous heterosexual marriage,
without my express written permission

on an incident-by-incident

basis.

This restriction shall extend to:
teachers and teacher aides,
administrators, school counselors,
school health personnel, special guests or presenters,
California Department of Education or other state departments or their agents,
or anyone speaking or acting on behalf of the school or school district.
This shall pertain to whether said child(ren)
limited to:

are on school grounds or off-campus, and shall include, but not be

classroom instruction, presentations, school approved displays on campus,
reading assignments, class discussions, homework assignments,
books, magazines, newspapers, or other printed or written material,
photographs, movies, films, slides, filmstrips, DVDs, CDs, video tapes, audio tapes,
CD-ROMs, computer and Internet programs and activities,
field trips, assemblies, theatrical or musical performances,
individual or group assigned activities, extracurricular activities,
or any other context in which the school or its agents interact with my child(ren).
I respectfully request that I be notified in writing at least 15 days in advance of all future instruction, events or activities,
etc. from which my child(ren) may need to be exempted, so that I may work with you in making alternate
accommodations for his/her continuing education. This request is made as a direct result of my sincerely held religious
beliefs and personal moral convictions, as well as the indlvidual, emotional and developmental needs of my child(ren), and
the law cited above, I thank you in advance for respecting my rights as a parent in dealing with this issue. This notice
has been prepared with the advice of legal counsel and will supersede any prior authorization you may have on file.

My child(ren) and/or ward(s) to whom this notice applies is (are): (name and grade)

Thank you for respecting my family's personal moral convictions regarding these matters.
contact me if you have any questions or comments.

NOTICE TO PARENTS/GUARDIANS:

Please do not hesitate to

Please retain a signed, dated copy of thls letter for your personal records.

© CALIFORNIASTUDENTEXEMPTIONPROJECT

Beware of french fries, dodge ball
WASHINGTON, DC - Apparently,
"Zero Tolerance" policies aren't just for
schools anymore. Public transit systems,
at least, are hopping on the bandwagono
Rutherford Institute President John
Whitehead's column (12-26-00) describes
an incident that occurred after school on
October 23, 2000, when 12-year-old
Ansche Hedgepeth headed for the "Metro" (subway) station and home. On her
way, she purchased an order of french fries
and stuffed one in her mouth as she passed
through the turnstile. A police officer
stopped her, demanding that she "put
down her fries and remove her backpack."
He informed her that it was against the
law to eat in a subway station, cuffed her
hands behind her back, and proceeded to
search her belongings. A nearby female
officer questioned her about alcohol and
drugs and patted her down.
Ansche asked an accompanying friend
to call her mother at work. By the time
the mother arrived, the child was already
being transported in handcuffs to the police station. The girl was released into
her mother's custody after 2½ hours of
waiting and questioning, but only when
Mrs. Hedgepeth agreed to sign a form stat-

ing that her daughter would join the Boys
and Girls Club. The mother was threatened that a warrant for Ansche's arrest
would be issued if she failed to show up
at the meetings.
Whitehead complained that adults
caught eating in the Washington subways
are given a warning or, at most, a $10 citation. "But," he wrote, "we're told that
children, especially first offenders like
Ansche, need to learn to respect the law
and law enforcement officers." Whitehead said the metro police chief told Mrs.
Hedgepeth that "juveniles in Washington,
DC, must be taken into custody and cannot be given a citation," explaining that
"this is our zero tolerance philosophy toward criminal activity."
Paper wad suspension
While Whitehead made no mention
oflegal action in (as he called it) "the incredible french fry caper," the Rutherford
Institute has been involved in other zero
tolerance cases. Last August, Institute
attorneys filed a complaint in U.S. District Court in New Jersey on behalf of a
4th grader at Upper Elementary School in
the West Windsor-Plainsboro school dis(See Tolerance, page 2)
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EDUCATION
BRIEFS
Officials at Philadelphia's Temple
University committed a student to
a psychiatric ward for protesting a
play depicting Jesus Christ as a homosexual. An honor student and
former White House intern, junior
Michael Marcavage was involuntarily
committed for psychological evaluation because he complained about the
theater department's decision to produce "Corpus Christi," a play that debuted on Broadway in 1998 portraying Jesus as a homosexual who has
sex with his disciples. Marcavage
posted fliers all over the campus to
create awareness about the play and
planned a protest. University officials
dissuaded him from protesting in return for permission to stage a Christian outreach to students, but later denied him a platform for the outreach.
The American Family Association
Law Center in Mississippi has filed
suit against Temple officials on
Marcavage's behalf

Abstinence education is expected to
thrive under President George W.
Bush, who has given his word that the
abstinence message will receive equal
support to Planned Parenthood's message of"safe sex." The new president
has proposed increasing federal funding for abstinence education from $80
million to $13 5 million per year. Abstinence education leaders hope to
work with the administration in developing abstinence as a solution to the
multi-faceted problem of teen health.

A Michigan teacher won the right
to divert his union dues to charity.
Following a year-long battle, Rawland
Storm will be allowed to donate $580
per year to a local children's charity
because his religious beliefs on abortion and sexuality conflict with those
of the Michigan Education Association and its parent, the NEA A littleknown provision in Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act allows persons with
"sincerely held religious beliefs" differing from those of their unions to divert their dues to charitable organizations. Two US. Supreme Court decisions (Beck and Hudson) protect union
members in both the public and private
sectors from having their dues used to
fund causes they do not support
Education Reporter (ISSN 0887-0608)
is published monthly by Eagle Forum
Education & Legal Defense Fund with
editorial offices at 7800 Bonhomme
Ave., St. Louis, MO 63105, (314)7211213. Editor: Sue Kunstmann. The
views expressed in this newsletter are
those of the persons quoted and should
not be attributed to Eagle Forum Education & Legal Defense Fund. Annual
subscription $2 5. Back issues available
@ $2. Periodicals postage paid at
Alton, Illinois.
Web site: http://www.eagleforum.org
E-mail: education@eagleforum.org
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most "ridiculous" example yet of zero tolerance, the elementary school game of
dodge ball is under attack for "using humans as targets." The Cecil County,
Maryland, school board is considering
The Homeschooling Revolution,
banning the game.
Isabel
Lyman, Ph.D., Bench Press InJudith Young, of the National Assoternational, 2000, 126 pps., $1 L95
ciation for Sport and Physical Education,
told Family News in Focus that the obIn The Homeschooling Revolution,
ject of dodge ball, "to throw things at the
longtime homeschooling
advocate
kids and hit them and thereby eliminate
Isabel Lyman gives an easy-to-read
them from participation, is not consistent
overview of the movement She exwith wanting them to be participating."
amines what she calls the "stark difYoung's view has parents and some
ferences between homeschooling and
physical education teachers scoffing. "It's
public schooling"
a good game because it can actually teach
and characterizes
children some dodging and avoidance
UHJ
homeschooling as
skills and some target skills," teacher Matt
ltiHIUJIChO
a
"grassroots
Pace told Family News. National Amamovement
by
teur Dodge Ball Association's
Rick
maverick parentHanetho added that it "seems silly" to pick
educators who are
on a childish game that uses a foam balL
teaching their chil"You virtually cannot get hurt by the ball,
dren how to read
even if it's a point blank two- or three-feet
and write at kitaway throw," he pointed out
chen tables." She credits these parents
Many citizens wonder when the insanwith making what was considered a
ity will end. "Any school board which
countercultural idea acceptable and
outlaws dodge ball should be fired on the
even celebrated. "Dedicated parents
spot and run out of the community on a
Dodging dodge ball
have
achieved their goals without
In what some observers are calling the rail," one observer said.
,;S
much applause and without a dime of
government funding," she writes.
Lyman describes public education
as a "duress-based system" - a "wellorganized monopoly funded by confiscatory taxes." She complains that children attending public schools have
little or no control over their time or
social contacts, and that they "must
submit to a draconian set of standards:
state-mandated courses, attendance requirements, and groupings by age."
They are unable to escape ideological
indoctrination, lazy or poorly trained
teachers, or rude or violent classmates.
Lyman cites research that helped
popularize the modem homeschooling
movement, primarily that of Dr.
Raymond Moore and the late John Holt
in the 1960s and 70s. "Holt came to
view schools as places that produce
obedient but dull citizens," she writes.
She also points out that homeschooling has been treated in a surprisingly positive manner in the media,
helped no doubt by a handful of celebrity homeschoolers including the pop
"Under the guise of 'Making Schools
The ACLU is getting into the act of
music group, Hanson, and the former
supporting sexual diversity instruction in Safe,"' notes Georgia Insight, "local
Facts of Life TV star, Lisa Whelchel.
the schools with a project called "Mak- chapters of GLSEN and PFLAG will proOf course, The Homeschooling
ing Schools Safe." Last fall, the newspa- vide contacts to train teachers to handle
Revolution discusses the all-important
per Southern Voice (10-26-00) outlined
'homophobic' statements, answer stuissue of academics. Lyman demonthe group's plans to pilot the program in dents' classroom questions about homostrates that, regardless of race or family
three states - Georgia, Indiana and Ken- sexual issues and handle parents who obincome, homeschooled children consistucky - to teach children acceptance of ject to sexual orientation indoctrination."
tently score higher on standardized tests
homosexuality. Atlanta schools are reThe ACLU described its approach as
than their public school counterparts.
portedly first on the list for the program
follows: "The program is actually aimed
"The bottom line," she writes, "is
Georgia Insight newsletter (Jan. 2001) at helping schools avoid the lawsuits that
this: If children are emolled in a school
states that a national Gay & Lesbian Task could arise from not protecting gay and
(be it public or private), someone beForce conference in Atlanta last Novem- lesbian students from discrimination ....
sides the people who know them best
ber unveiled the program by informing
'It's the exact opposite side of the coin
and love them most are assuming the
attendees that the Georgia ACLU would that we're playing,' said Don George,
responsibility for their academic expebegin a push in January to get the "safe president of Georgia ACLU 'We'll be
riences."
schools" program - which reportedly
going into schools saying, Hi, we're from
Write Bench Press International,
targets "hate speech" for "eradication" the ACLU, but we're not here to sue you.
460 West St, Amherst, MA 01002.
into Atlanta's high schools and middle We're here to show you how to prevent
#0-9670430-6-9); Email the
schools.
yourself from being sued.' "
,S (ISBN
author at ilyman7449@aol.com

trict who was questioned by police, suspended from school and forced to undergo
a psychological exam because he voiced
his intent to "shoot" a classmate with a
paper wad and a rubber band.
After nine-year-old Michael Parson
was overheard telling a fellow student
that he planned to "shoot a girl" with the
"paper wasp," school officials called
police - without contacting the boy's
parents - and demanded that they investigate immediately.
Law enforcement officials visited Michael's home in
the middle of the night demanding to
question him and forbidding his parents
to allow him to ride the bus to school
the next day. Instead, the family was
forced to meet with school and police
officials for an "extensive" interrogation,
after which Michael was suspended
pending a psychological evaluation.
Toe Rutherford complaint alleges that
Michael's First, Fourth, Fifth, Eighth, and
Fourteenth Amendment rights were violated, along with the New Jersey Law
Against Discrimination (he is black).
Prior to his paper wad threat, the child's
conduct had never required discipline.

ACLUPiloting'Safe Schools'Program
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FOCUS:

A Traditionalist's List of
20th Century Education Disasters

By Kenneth M. Wei:nig

M

y fellow educational traditionalists
might substitute some of their
own items (orrenumberothers) in the following list of disastrous developments in
education. But I think we would all agree
that this list includes phenomena that have
made major contributions to the decline
of public education during the last half of
the 20th century, which, contrary to popular opinion, includes the year 2000.
Here is the list:
HI. Multiculturalism. What started out
as an innocent, well-meaning attempt to
add or enhance inclusiveness in curricula
(for example, celebrating the achievements, holidays, cultures, and other attributes of those besides European-Americans) is now out of control, having mutated into a leveling of all cultures to the
point of denigrating things American.
9. Failure To Challenge Gifted Students. Why is this group often not challenged? Because educators assume one
or both of the following: First, that those
intellectually "quicker" are also highly
motivated and need little structure; second, that it is wrong to provide for the
gifted a curriculum that would place them
visibly ahead of "the rest." Instead, we
have "enrichment" programs often involving the arts or technology, where students have many choices and are left to
learn at their own pace.
A related phenomenon - and actual
policy in some districts - is the deliberate refusal to group gifted students with
peers. The straight-faced alibi is that they
can grow so much from helping those less
able.
8. The Misinterpretation of Bloom's
Taxonomy. We all learned this in Education l O1: knowledge, comprehension,
application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation. However, Benjamin Bloom's hierarchy of learning levels, from lowest to
highest, has often been misapplied.
Teachers have been taught to expose pupils to the higher levels and shun the lower
levels, which are given such pejoratives
as "rote memorization of facts," "regurgitation," and so on. Of course, to ignore
these "basics" is like trying to build the
roof of a house before laying the foundation. A dearth of basic facts and information makes mastery of"higher levels"
of knowledge impossible.
7. Rabid Developmentalism. In the field
of early-childhood education, developmentalism is practically the only philosophy in town; it is rigidly applied and often overlooks unpleasant empirical evidence. Yes, we can observe stages of
natural development where most children
(that is, the average) can optimally learn
various concepts; however, we should not
forget that this is a generality, and that a
little prodding will not produce a mental
meltdown.
6. Faulty Educational Theories. Sometimes grouped under the inexact label
"progressive education," a number of ro-

mantic hypotheses have metastasized in
the education schools and, of course, resulted in the indoctrination of thousands
of educators. These include egalitarianism, overemphasis on self-esteem, feeling over thinking, and a contempt for authority in general and direct instruction
in particular. The question "How can we
educate students for a democratic society
by using authoritarian methods?" came to
be answered, "We can't," or, "We
shouldn't"; however, the nation that has
led the world in technology since Edison's
time and defeated Hitler produced its educated citizens from classrooms where
pre-1970 teachers were, for the most part,
authoritative, respected leaders oftheirrespectful students.
The philosophy that mankind is basically good and not in need of direction is
not a recent one, but during the late 1960s,
it exploded. Teachers in many universities were told to avoid being authority figures. Arrange the chairs in a circle to show
how we're all equal: I'm your moderator, not your teacher.
As the adult-child distinction was minimized, the tendency to reduce all knowledge to pure subjectivity grew: There is
no real answer to most questions, so what
do you think? At first, this shunning of
objectivity was relegated to the arts (poetry interpretation, literary criticism, etc.),
but more recently it has been seen in the
form of creative spelling, optional answers to math problems, and even the
politicization of the hard sciences.
Closely akin to egalitarianism is the
much-written-about overemphasis on a
student's self-esteem. This movement has
many manifestations, all masking true
achievement and trying to minimize real
differences in students' abilities. Heterogeneous grouping, aimed at eliminating
the hurt feelings of the less able and/or
less motivated, furnished the fertile
ground for "teaching to the middle."
Mainstreaming, even when special instructors were added to aid the severely
disabled, made effective learning even
less possible. When not all students made
the honor roll, the honor roll was either
eliminated or not published. Curving
grades became common. When disparities still could not be disguised, "multiple
intelligences" were discovered.
5. The Re-Norming of the SATs. As
Paul Copperman points out in The Literacy Hoax (1977), the Scholastic Aptitude Test was one of the few constant,
reliable measures of verbal and mathematical competence since it began in
1941. A score of 500 on either the math
or verbal sections, which was the original norm, meant essentially the same thing
in 1941, '51, '61, '71, '81 and '91. Not
so in 1996, when an adjustment was made
to address the major decline in student
scores since 1963, their peak year. In my
own school, the mean score on the SATs
(taken by gifted 7th graders under a special program) jumped 83 points from 1995
to 1996, yet the academic ability of the

two classes was approximately the same.
If, in the face of a declining number of
home runs, the baseball commissioner
were to require all ballparks to move their
fences in to the 250-foot mark, the results
would be about the same.
4. Anti-Merit Faculty-Compensation
Systems. Ask any competent principal
to name five teachers she would gladly
let go, given the choice. Then ask her to
name the five teachers she would keep if
she had to let go all except these. Next,
ask essentially the same two questions of
the president of the school's PT A and the
teachers' union representative. Then ask
some random students who have spent a
few years at that school, "Who were your
best teachers, the ones who taught you
the most and really cared about you? Who
were your least favorites?" When all responses are compiled, an amazing correlation emerges: most will list the same
stars and duds.
Despite the inability to rate educators using a productivity meaCourt decisure appropriate
sions cquatm
to the business
world,
what
mg students
prevents
us
with adults
from compenshattered
sating accordthe "in loco
ingly? Answer:
reluctant
principa.rcntis'
pals
and
resisstatus that
tant
unions.
ha.d long
They
bleat,
existed
"Who are we to
judge someone
the public
on the basis of
schoo1se
one or two
classroom visits?" True professionals do not advance
economically strictly on the basis of seniority and number of college credits. The
most perceptive teachers realize that their
mediocre peers, often more highly paid
owing to more years of service, hurt the
profession and cause taxpayers to vote
against referendums.
3" Teacher Tenure. Tenure is fundamentally unfair, a one-way street for the employee. What recourse is there for a principal or superintendent when a teacher
turns in his keys without notice in October and never returns? There is no criminal, civil, or financial penalty, and school
attorneys are even advising administrators against writing negative references.
On the other hand, if a principal asked
for a teacher's keys without notice ....
2. Students' Rights Court Decisions.
Due v. Florida A&M University (1963)
and Tinker v. Des Moines (1969), respectively, gave students procedural constitutional due process rights and certain
rights of free expression. The latter decision stated that the word "persons" in the
U.S. Constitution included minor students. The precedent of legally equating
students with adults opened the floodgates
for similar decisions during the next decades, which had the cumulative effect

m

Fad of the Year
of shattering the in
loco parentis status
that had existed in the
public school system since its
earliest days.
The parent-school partnership is greatly weakened as the new century begins.
Teachers fear the absence ofbackup from
administrators in disciplinary matters, and
administrators fear lawsuits from parents.
I believe a case can be made that union
demands for teacher tenure grew at the
same rate that teachers' control over students was taken away.
In almost every opinion poll, parents
list poor school discipline at or near the
top of their complaint list, but the courts
have gutted a very strong means of positive behavior reinforcement that schools
once had.
1. Cl:nucb-State Court Decisions. I remember when in 1963 the Supreme Court
banned Bible reading and prayer in public school classrooms. Although the strongest support for the decision came from
the famous atheist Madeline Murray, the
American people did not revolt. After all,
Christianity was not a state religion. They
did not foresee, however, that the censorship of prayer and sectarian theology
would result in the banishment of values.
The vacuum was inevitably filled with
moral relativism, situation ethics, and
"values clarification." Powerful and effective words like "evil," "wrong," "immoral," and "sin" were replaced with
feeble terms such as "inappropriate" and
"bad choice." School boards soon found
that this "wall" of separation had other
implications. Teachers could conduct
themselves in their private lives in ways
which, a decade earlier, might have resulted in their loss of employment. Now
the once universally understood term
"proper role model" became purely a
matter of opinion.
Like the students' rights decisions,
this 1963 religious decision caused the
proliferation of restrictions. Schools soon
found that they could punish and/or remove disruptive students only by wading
through thick procedural red tape (given
the noble term "due process"), and that
their preventive measures based on moral
absolutes were gone. No longer could
they even tell a cheating student that his
act was morally wrong.
Traditionalists do not believe that the
First Amendment's intent was to create a
secular society. John Adams stated that
the United States was founded on the
premise that its people embraced universal moral and religious beliefs. The public school system will never recover unless the American people restore to it at
least some measure of ideological unity.
Kenneth M. Weinig is the founding headmaster of The Independence School in Newark, DE, and has been a teacher and an administrator for 34 years. This article originally appeared in Education Week, June 14,
2000. Reprinted by permission. (Edited for
space but not changed.)
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Dealing and Stealing Ritalin Campus Calamities: YAF's
Tworecentstudiesplusanavalanche
adults abound. Among those noted in
of anecdotal evidence show that Ritalin
USA Today:
is increasingly becoming an abused drug. • An elementary school principal in Orem,
The Boston Globe (10-29-00) reported on Utah, was sent to jail for 30 days last
a Massachusetts study revealing that October for substituting sugar pills for his
nearly 13% of6,000 high school students students' Ritalin tablets. Utah has some
admitted they had used Ritalin without a of the strictest standards for dispensing
prescription at some point in
IJl"'lllllll'IIIII
drugs - only printheir lives. Four percent of
cipals and school
middle schoolers admitted
nurses have keys
doing the same thing. A
to locked drug
Wisconsin study cited in
cabinets and are alUSA Today(l 1-27-00), to be
lowed to dispense
published early this year,
the medications.
found even greater abuse of
~ Last year, school
stimulant drugs used to treat L-::==:::::::.....::_....::_....'.:_....::_....::__.:_.:.....1_....::___J
officials in Indiana
Attention Deficit Hyperacfound
"many,
tivity Disorder (ADHD). Among 651 manydoses"ofADHDmedicationsmisspublic school students in Wisconsin and ing from a locked cabinet, and a nurse at
Minnesota, 34% of those who take Ritalin another school was fined and ordered into
or other ADHD medications say they treatment for stealing Ritalin and other
have been approached about selling or drugs.
trading their drugs.
• A computer technician at a middle
The Wisconsin study showed that 26% school in Michigan was caught stealing
of students received their pills from school Ritalin and sentenced to 24 days in jail.
secretaries, while 13% had their medicaDue to the increased abuse, Ritalin is
tions dispensed by school nurses. Forty- now tightly controlled in pharmacies.
one percent said they were responsible for Refills may not be included with original
taking their pills themselves, and 53% of prescriptions and federal law prohibits
students who weren't taking ADHD drugs prescriptions from being phoned in, even
reported that some of those who did either by doctors.
sold or gave away all their medication.
Federal officials are also concerned
A flurry of press reports last fall indi- about the problem. Led by Rep. Henry
cate that Ritalin is "as easy [to get] as Hyde (R-IL), chairman of the House Jucandy."
Commonly referred to as diciary Committee, Congress launched an
"skittles" (because they are colored),
investigation at the end ofNovember into
"smarties," or "rids," the pills are popped, the "theft," "illicit sale" and "any other
crushed and inhaled like cocaine, or dis- manners" of abuse of these medications.
solved and injected like heroin. The price The federal Drug Enforcement Agency
can range from a dollar or two per pill in (DEA) is publishing a brochure for school
school to as high as $20 per pill on the nurses asking that they keep all medicablack market.
tions under lock and key and that they
Students aren't the only ones stealing make sure students swallow their pills
and dealing Ritalin. Stories of abuse by before returning to class.
~

Annual 'Top Ten' Worst List
HERNDON, VA - The Young
America's Foundation (Y AF), an educational organization promoting conservative ideas in our nation's schools, announced on Jan. 8 its Top Ten list of"the
most shameful
campus follies in
America's education system" for the year
2000. Winners may include courses, activities, events, or actions by students or
faculty. Some of the winning "follies"
for 2000 are:
♦ Feminists :restrict free speech. A sociology professor at Bowling Green State
University resigned amid death threats
and hate mail for proposing a class on
political correctness, which was his response to students who felt pressured to
adopt politically-correct views in order to
receive passing grades. Upon hearing of
the proposed class, the director of the
Women's Studies department stated: "We
forbid any course that says we restrict free
speech!"
♦ Church-state separation hypocrisy.
Muslim students may now worship at several Brooklyn, New York high schools
during the holy month of Ramadan. Practicing students converted one school's
auditorium into a mosque, and were allowed to arrive 15 minutes late to class in
order to observe the daily prayer vigil.
Two weeks before the new policy was
announced, a mural on school property
- dedicated to deceased neighborhood
children - was painted over because it
featured Jesus Christ.
♦ Theft of student publication.
The
administration at Villanova University
stole an entire run of a conservative student publication exposing the exclusive
banking connection between Villanova,
a Catholic university, and First Union, a

bank that supports abortion causes. Administrators cited "concerning content" as
reason for the theft.
♦ Seizure of an administration
building. Students at Tufts University staged
a 36-hour sit-in to protest the wording of
the school's nondiscrimination policy.
The university president caved in to their
demands and changed the school's definition of diversity to center around "understanding" and "acceptance."
♦ "Etlmomathematics," a new method
of teaching algebra, geometry and calculus, is in vogue at several universities.
Used in courses for education students,
the technique emphasizes the study of
geometric designs in Navajo rugs, African fractals (everything from braided hairstyles to artwork to the design of housing
settlements) and Mormon street layouts
to teach the principles of mathematics.
♦ Outrageous
security demands for
Charlton Heston visit. When students
at Brandeis University attempted to arrange a lecture hosted by YAF, the administration insisted on a bomb-sniffing
dog, 10 police officers, two full-body
metal detectors, two metal detector
wands, a paramedic team, and four pints
of blood in Mr. Heston's blood type.
♦ Boy Scouts penalized. After losing a
discrimination battle in the U.S. Supreme
Court, various left wing groups have demanded that public schools refuse to allow the Boy Scouts use of their facilities
for meetings. Schools in Manhattan (NY)
may no longer sponsor individual troops
because of the Boy Scouts' policy on homosexuals, and Denver (CO) public
schools cannot provide meeting space
because of alleged discrimination toward
nonbelievers.
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New House Education Committee Justice: To Be or Not To Be?
AZChairman Supports STW
WASHINGTON, DC - The new
chairman of the House Education and the
WorkforceCommittee,JohnBoehner(ROH), will have a significant impact on
whether Congress continues to
implement President Clinton's
two controversial 1994 laws,
Goals 2000 and School-toWork (STW), or instead, calls
a halt to the mission and curriculum changes those laws
initiated. Public opinion surveys indicate that education is
the most important issue
among Americans, and the Rep. John
new chairman will decide quo
vadis - at our current crossroads, which
way will Congress go?
As supporters of traditional education
(including traditional vocational/ technical education) have warned for years, the
STW paradigm involves establishing the
mind-set that the mission of the schools
is to serve the workforce and the global
economy, rather than to give all American children the basic knowledge and
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skills that can enable
them to be all they can be. '
The 1994 STW law dictates that the Secretaries of Education and
Labor "shall jointly provide
for, and shall exercise final authority over the administration
of this act," and that is why the
House committee that wrote
this law is called the "Education and the Workforce Committee."
Rep. Boehner made it
clear which side of the STW
Boehner controversy he is on in a Dec.
7, 2000 letter in which he came
out strongly against proposals to separate
education and the workforce into two
committees. The House decided not to
create separate committees. Boehner's
letter stated in bold italics that "it is simply impossible to consider workforce and
education issues separately .... The two
are becoming even more indistinguishable
as lifelong learning becomes absolutely
necessary in the New Economy."
';l

TUCSON,
That was drama pro- sical works such as "The Taming of the
fessor Jared Sakren's question after he Shrew," he would have to alter the endwas fired in 1998 by Arizona State Uni- ing to avoid offending women.
The professor's predicament created
versity (ASU) for teaching Shakespeare
something of a stir. His former
and other classical works. Two
years and two court trials later, he
students include Hollywood
has his answer. On the eve of
stars such as Kelly McGillis,
closing arguments in the retrial of
Val Kilmer, Fran McDormand
his lawsuit against ASU for
and Annette Bening, and many
wrongful dismissal - his first
of them went to bat for him.
trial ended in a hungjury-uniMs. Bening testified at his secversity officials agreed to a
ond trial.
$395,000 settlement.
This
For firing Sakren, ASU
amount is six times Professor William Shakespeare: received top honors in the InSakren's annual salary as a 'Politically Incorrect' tercollegiate Studies Instidrama instructor. "At least for
tute' s (ISi) 1998 Polly
the "Campus Outrage
the professor," the Wall Street Journal Awards (11-17-00) opined, "that will make the Awards" for "berserk political correctparting a somewhat sweeter sorrow. All's ness." (ISI is a conservative think tank
well that ends well."
based in Delaware.)
Sakren was sacked following comIn a column dated March 22, 1998,
plaints by campus feminists about his columnist John Leo quoted a source in
classical approach to teaching. A Juilliard Sakren's department as admitting: "Pograduate who previously taught at Yale, litical correctness was part of his firing,
Sakren was warned in 1996 by the ASU and the fact that he is a white male had
drama department chair to stop teaching
something to do with it. Ifhe were a miShakespeare because it was "sexist," and nority or a woman, he would still be workthat, ifhe wanted his class to perform clas- ing."
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